FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MyScienceWork announces new partnership with 3 Publishers
now indexing publications in the MyScienceWork Database.
San Francisco, September 4th, 2018 - MyScienceWork is very pleased to announce that
contents from VGTU, Bilingual Publishing and Synergy Publishers are now indexed in its
databases. Those publications are free and in open access to all researchers and science
enthusiasts.
MyScienceWork was created 10 years ago with the goal to make science more visible and
accessible. The company established itself within the open access movement while
respecting in facto the copyrights and embargoes of articles on it’s free and open platform.
While being committed to the the dissemination of research outputs, MyScienceWork now
indexes recent publications form VGTU, Bilingual Publishing, and Synergy Publishers.
“We are very pleased to increase the number of publications for our research community. Our
content is becoming more and more multidisciplinary. We welcome VGTU, Bilingual Publishing
and Synergy Publishers to our database!” Virginie Simon, CEO & Co-Founder of MyScienceWork
These publications cover a wide range of topics and disciplines to support scientists in their
research. MyScienceWork reinforces its leading position as a one-stop shop for fast and
relevant publication discovery.
VGTU

To know more.

More than 12K publications about Aviation, Business &
Management, Engineering Structures and Technologies, Geodesy
and Cartography, Architecture and Urbanism, Mathematical
Modelling and Analysis, and much more are on the database
from VGTU.
Bilingual Publishing Co

To know more.

Topics of publications from Bilingual Publishing Co. are
Advances in Medicine Sciences, Frontiers Research of
Architecture, and Engineering and Educational Theory.
Synergy Publishers

To know more.

Find publications about Educational Theory and Management,
Finance Research, and Modern Electronic Technology online
directly on the MyScienceWork database from Synergy
Publishers.

Other Publishers Partnerships:

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

About MyScienceWork:
Since 2010, MyScienceWork has been supporting research & innovation institutions all over the
world. MyScienceWork provides communication services and develops tools that help
researchers and their institutions identify, manage, analyze, promote, and disseminate scholarly
outputs toward research stakeholders. MyScienceWork hosts an international community of
professional scientists and science enthusiasts on its open network who deposit and discover
scientific publications from all disciplines.
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